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THE OHIO RAIL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
MEETING AGENDA
Thursday, November 9, 2006 @ 10:00 a.m.
Vern Riffe Center, 77 South High Street, 31st Floor
Columbus, Ohio
CALL TO ORDER – James E. Betts, Chairman
Welcome
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes from September Meeting
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR / FINANCE REPORT – Matt Dietrich
UPDATE ON LEGISLATIVE ISSUES – Chris Vineis
PROJECTS FOR APPROVAL
Resolution 06-13: Warrenton River Terminal – Lou Jannazo
Resolution 06-14: Indiana Eastern Railroad Loan – Lou Jannazo
Resolution 06-15: Ohio Central / Mt. Vernon Tie Replacement – Lou Jannazo
APPROVED PROJECT BRIEFINGS
Engage Public Affairs – Matt Dietrich
Medina County Loan – Matt Dietrich
EXECUTIVE SESSION for consideration of permanent Executive Director – Jim Betts
OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
PUBLIC COMMENT
ADJOURN
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PROJECT BRIEFING:
EXPANSION OF WARRENTON DOCK TRANSLOAD FACILITY
October 25, 2006
Project Costs
* ORDC Grant
$200,000
* ORDC Loan
$200,000

Project Benefits
* Projected New 400,000 Ton Ohio Coal Move
* Expands Rail Capacity of Warrenton Terminal
* Eliminates Bottleneck on W&LE River Line

INTRODUCTION
Warrenton River Terminal, Ltd. (WRT) requests $200,000 in Bulk Transload Program grant funding to install a new turnout and build 3,000 ft. of
track at its rail – barge – truck transloading facility in Warrenton (Jefferson County at Rayland, just north of Martin’s Ferry). WRT also requests a
$200,000 loan for this track project. The proposed project will enable WRT to expand its operations and better serve Ohio’s coal, power generating/
utility, and steel industries. The ORDC Staff requests that Commissioners empower the Acting Executive Director to set the terms of the loan in
accordance with comparable ORDC loans done in the past.
BACKGROUND
ORDC Bulk Transload Program: In the last biennial budget bill (HB 66), the Ohio General Assembly created a new “Rail Transload Facilities”
fund. The Ohio Rail Development Commission was provided with $500,000 to establish a demonstration program “to assist communities and
railroads and other businesses to develop facilities that will enhance the ability of railroads to work with other transport modes to move bulk
commodities more efficiently and safely.” The ORDC Staff has been working on various projects across the state to utilize this new demonstration
funding as a new “Bulk Transload Program”. To date, ORDC has funded one project, a $100,000 grant to Jacobs Industries for a plastics transload
in Walbridge (near Toledo).
In evaluating bulk transload projects, staff is using ORDC’s normal project criteria for economic development including but not limited to job
creation and enhancement, job retention, reduced transportation and business costs, etc. and is stressing the environmental impact of re-balancing
truck and rail traffic, (e.g., replacing trucks with rail cars when rail cars are more effective thereby creating space on the highways for truck traffic
which cannot be effectively handled by rail).
Warrenton Terminal Ltd.: WRT is a wholly owned 2nd tier subsidiary of FirstEnergy Corporation. It is, however, maintained as a separate
business entity and must ensure its own profitability. WRT serves various FirstEnergy plants located along the Ohio River (W.H. Sammis Plant in
Stratton - north of Steubenville in Jefferson County, D. Bruce Mansfield Plant in Pennsylvania, up the Ohio River from East Liverpool/
Columbiana County, and R.E. Burger Plant in Dilles Bottom, south of Bellaire in Belmont County). It also serves non-FirstEnergy power
generating plants in Ohio and Pennsylvania.
WRT has Ohio River cells which can handle 12 to 16 barges at a time. It is located along the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway’s (W&LE) Bellaire to
Mingo Junction “River Line”. Road access is provided by SR 7. WRT operations take advantage of all three transportation options.
WRT’s primary business is transloading and storing coal for utility customers. WRT handles between 1 and 2 million tons of coal annually. WRT
also handles raw materials for the steel industry, dealing with various steel producers and brokers. Generally, WRT gets steel related materials in by
barge for rail delivery. In addition, WRT handles urea for local customers generally bringing product in by barge for truck or rail delivery.
WRT transloads Powder River Basin (PRB) coal from rail to barge. WRT customers often use Ohio and/or Pennsylvania coal in conjunction with
the low sulfur PRB coal to achieve overall compliance with air pollution regulations. The combined use of Ohio and western coal can help expand
the market for Ohio coal. PRB coal comes into WRT in 120 car unit trains. Ohio coal is trucked or railed in. Final delivery to power plants is
generally done by barge, but WRT can also arrange for it to be delivered by rail. The three FirstEnergy plants described herein, which use the WRT
supplied coal are served by barges.
Rail Logistics at WRT: WRT has one long track on site with an unloading pit and load-out bins in the center. Therefore, when inbound trains of
coal come in, WRT can only handle them in 37 car lots. The rest of the cars from unit trains must be stored on nearby W&LE tracks, i.e. a nearby
passing siding, the Valley Line (which intersects with the River Line at Warrenton), or on the W&LE River Line itself. While WRT has a switch
engine, it cannot go out on the W&LE mainline so W&LE crews are needed to hostel cars back and forth between W&LE storage areas and the
WRT tracks. A diagram of WRT’s track layout and the W&LE lines that serve the WRT is included herein as Exhibit “A”.
The resulting rail logistics do not serve either W&LE or WRT well at all. WRT can now receive three unit trains of coal per week. This three train
per week limit is necessary because WRT cannot guarantee its customers that it can unload or load a unit train of coal in one day. The reason is that
WRT must sometimes wait on W&LE crews for moving cars. It now takes W&LE four separate switching moves to handle a unit train for
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WRT. Because WRT needs to unload 37 cars between W&LE switch moves, W&LE crews cannot wait on site. When the W&LE crew is needed
at WRT, it is sometimes engaged with other customers and the WRT switch is delayed. In effect, the extra W&LE switching required reduces the
capacity of the WRT operations. Less capacity means less ability to handle coal from Ohio mines or anywhere else. WRT estimates that it could
handle up to 6 unit trains per week of coal (a unit train a day) after the new track is built because only one extra W&LE switch will be needed. The
added rail capacity at WRT could result in it handling significantly more Ohio coal.
For the W&LE, the constant switching moves in and out of WRT causes W&LE to shuffle cars around unnecessarily, fouling its own River Line,
and negatively impacting its rail service to other customers such as Wheeling-Pitt Steel. W&LE serves Wheeling-Pitt plants along the River Line at
Mingo Junction, Martins Ferry, and Yorkville and has various shuttle moves between plants as well as handling inbound and outbound
materials. W&LE sometimes needs to move WRT cars parked on the River Line to another location such as the Valley Line just so it can get needed
cars to and from Wheeling-Pitt. The unnecessary fouling of the River Line with WRT traffic also impacts W&LE service to other of its customers
including the Cardinal power plant.
New Rail Coal Business: WRT is working on developing new business to transload Ohio coal. In year one, up to 400,000 tons of Ohio coal
would be transloaded with a potential increase to 600,000 tons per year in the second and third years. The Ohio coal will be railed into WRT and
barged to its final destination. WRT is currently handling test coal for this move.
In 2010, when new, more stringent air quality standards take effect, more and more power plants in the Ohio Valley and elsewhere will have
scrubbers making the higher sulfur, high BTU Ohio coal more attractive. WRT hopes to be in a position handle more Ohio coal as power plants
make this adjustment.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
To improve the rail logistics, WRT plans on building a new 3,000 ft. long rail spur to complement its existing, on site tracks. (See Exhibit
“A”.) With the new track in place, WRT will be able to store an entire unit train of coal on site for loading or unloading. One extra W&LE switch
will still be needed, but service will be greatly improved, and there will be no cars stored on the River Line. A breakdown of project costs is
included below:

WRT TRACK COSTS

132 lb. Rail

Clear Brush, Construct Roadbed
#10 Turnout, complete
3,000 Lineal ft. Track,
$270,000

$90,000
$40,000
Total

$400,000

WRT will construct the track using a contractor. WRT will own and maintain the track once it is completed.
This $400,000 project is planned as a first phase expansion. WRT hopes to add an additional 1,000 ft. of track in the future as a
second phase. This second phase would eliminate altogether the need for extra W&LE switching.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
ORDC has been working with WRT on the proposed project since April of 2005. The rail logistics problems at WRT were an issue for many
years before that time. ORDC funding is needed to make the project viable enough to meet the WRT threshold for capital investment.
PROJECT BENEFITS
Rail logistic improvements important for developing, new Ohio coal business.
Improved rail logistics will enable WRT to handle up to six unit trains of coal per week, doubling its current unit train capacity.
Improved rail logistics will eliminate a bottleneck for W&LE on its River Line.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
Since ORDC began working with WRT on the rail expansion project, WRT has invested over $100,000 in increasing the speed of its coal loading/
unloading conveyors. WRT can now unload six to eight rail cars per hour. In addition, WRT has invested about $150,000 to repair three of its
Ohio River docking cells. WRT will be improving four more cells in the future at a cost of an additional $200,000.
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SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
The WRT project must go before the State of Ohio Controlling Board for final approval before ORDC can expend any of its Bulk Transload
Program funds for the project.
ORDC Staff requests that Commissioners empower the Acting Executive Director to set the final terms for the ORDC $200,000 loan in accordance
with comparable ORDC loans done in the past.

w:WarrentonTerminalBriefing
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PROJECT BRIEFING:
INDIANA EASTERN RAILROAD LOAN
November 1, 2006
Project Funding
* ORDC Loan
* INRR Investment in Indiana

$500,000
$200,000

Project Benefits
* Improves Safety of Ohio Track
* Improves Safety of Switching in Fernald
* Maintains Class II Track/Service Velocity
* Improves Development Potential in Fernald

INTRODUCTION
The Indiana Eastern Railroad, LLC (IERR) requests a loan of up to $500,000: 1) to rehabilitate its Ohio rail line from the Indiana – Ohio border
(MP 33) to Milepost 28, a distance of five miles; and 2) to rehabilitate a run around siding and a wooden trestle at Fernald between MP 20 and MP
19 at the end of the line. The Staff recommended terms for the five year loan are 0% interest in year one with 2% interest for years two through
five. At least $250,000 of the loan amount would be backed by a Letter of Credit or a Certificate of Deposit. For either collateral option, the total
value would decline $50,000 a year provided IERR made all requisite loan repayments. However, Staff asks that the Commissioners empower the
Executive Director to develop the final terms and conditions for the loan.
BACKGROUND
Line Description: IERR has a long term lease agreement with CSX Transportation to operate what CSX called the Richmond Subdivision from
Richmond, Indiana (MP 61.9) to Fernald, Ohio (MP 18.9), a distance of 43 miles. The IERR commenced operations in late August, 2005. The
IERR crosses the Ohio – Indiana border at Milepost 33.1. The IERR has only one interchange, with CSX at Cottage Grove, Indiana (MP 45) where
the CSX Cincinnati to Indianapolis mainline crosses the IERR at grade. There are several interchange tracks at Cottage Grove and that is where the
IERR operations are headquartered. Therefore, IERR trains serving Fernald (south of Cottage Grove) traverse the line between MP 45 at Cottage
Grove and MP 18.9 at Fernald, a distance of 26.1 miles, of which 11.9 miles are in Indiana and 14.2 miles are in Ohio. Richmond is 16.9 miles
north of the Cottage Grove so IERR service to Richmond has no impact on tracks needed to serve Ohio customers. The map included herein as
Exhibit “A” shows the entire IERR operation.
The IERR line was formerly a Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad mainline. As such, the track includes heavy (115, 122, 131 lb.) welded rail and the
curvatures are super-elevated for 50 MPH speeds. Crossing safety devices, where they exist, are calibrated for mainline speeds, not the 20 MPH
speeds at which IERR operates. Bridges, except for a small wooden trestle in Fernald, are in good condition.
There are several customers on the 16.9 mile long Indiana portion of the line between the Cottage Grove interchange with CSX and Richmond
including Cargill (grain and fertilizer) and Recycle Center (scrap steel). These customers generate over 2,000 carloads of freight a year.
On the 26.1 mile long Cottage Grove to Fernald segment of the track there are no rail users in Indiana. The IERR needs to traverse about 24 miles
of track before reaching the first customer on this line segment, the US Department of Energy. USDOE has been sending significant carloadings of
earth contaminated with radioactivity from a closed down weapons plant. USDOE is nearly finished with its clean up work and is in the process of
ripping out the railroad track it had been using to load the contaminated earth onto rail cars. Two chemical plants are located near the end of the
IERR line in Fernald, PCS Phosphates Company, and Nease Corporation. These companies employ about 125 people and have generated a total of
just over 800 carloads of freight in the 14 month period from September, 2005, to October, 2006.
Overall Capital Improvement Needs: The IERR line is generally in FRA Class II condition but deteriorating tie conditions have resulted in IERR
putting on 10 MPH slow orders for two sections of track between Cottage Grove and Fernald, at MP 33 to MP 28 on the Ohio side, and between
MP 33 and MP 36.5 on the Indiana side. As with any rail operation, there are long term needs for new ties, raising, lining and tamping.
The super-elevation of the line in curves is causing excessive wear on the low side rail. Eventually, the super-elevation should be reduced or
eliminated.
IERR has two GP 10 switching locomotives but needs to add to its motive power fleet. Currently, IERR operates out of a trailer but is in the
process of buying and rehabilitating a house in Cottage Grove for railroad headquarters.
IERR Operations: IERR partners manage the railroad with the assistance of an on site General Manager. IERR has train crews for operations but
contracts out for locomotive and track maintenance. As it grows, IERR plans to develop track maintenance capabilities and to buy some limited
track maintenance equipment. IERR generally operates 3 days a week during daylight hours.
The IERR is a profitable operation. In its first 14 months of operation, it has demonstrated a willingness to invest in track repair and maintenance at
a rate of over $11,000 per mile.
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Development Opportunities in Ohio: IERR’s existing chemical customers in Fernald both are expecting to increase rail use as their planned
expansions come on line. In addition, there are several industrial sites with utilities in the Fernald area including: 1) a former Seagrams distillery site
(200+ acres) which has utilities and an existing rail siding; 2) Liberty Park Place Industrial Park, an existing park with room (100+ acres) for
expansion; and 3) the area around the former USDOE plant which is being cleaned up and has utilities. Further, there are several plants near the
IERR line which could use IERR rail service either by transloading from a passing siding in Fernald (part of the proposed project is the repair of
this track) or from new spurs off the IERR including Garden Street Metals and Schaeffer Pallet Company.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Track Improvements from MP 33 to MP 28: IERR has a 10 MPH slow order for its line between MP 31 and MP 36.5, of which 2.1 miles (MP
31 to MP 33.1) is in Ohio. In addition, the tie conditions from MP 28 to MP 31 in Ohio are such that issues are arising with poor cross level and
gage. The ORDC funded project would include 700 ties per mile between MP 31 and 33 and 350 ties per mile between MP 28 and MP 31. In
addition, the line would be ballasted, lined, and tamped. Total costs are estimated not to exceed $350,000. This project would eliminate the existing
slow order in Ohio and improve line condition.
Run-Around Track and Trestle in Fernald: A sketch of the IERR Fernald area tracks is included herein as Exhibit “B”. The method of
switching the two chemical plants in Fernald the IERR inherited from CSX is less than optimal. The IERR mainline runs in a north – south
direction where it ends in Fernald. The rail spurs for the two companies have their switches on the south end of their spurs with the spur tracks
extending in a northern direction. Therefore, to switch cars into both plants, the locomotive pulls south past the turn outs into the spurs, and backs
north into the spurs. This inbound move works fine because the train from Cottage Grove is traveling south with the locomotive in front, putting
the locomotive in the proper position to back the cars into the spur tracks.
To switch cars out of the spurs, the locomotive would normally reverse the inbound move, i.e. pulling the cars out of the spur leaving the cars on
the north side of the locomotive. This normal switch move does not work on the IERR in Fernald as track is currently configured. Currently, if the
IERR locomotive pulls cars south out of the chemical plant spurs, it leaves the locomotive on the south of the cars. The problem is that the train
needs to move north. The closest operable passing siding is over two miles north which would mean that IERR crews would have to push cars two
miles over two public crossings to get to a location where the engine could run around the train and get on the north end. To avoid this pushing
move, IERR crews (as did the CSX crews before them) do not use the locomotive to move cars at the Fernald chemical plants out of the spurs. The
IERR instead parks the locomotive north of the chemical plants and moves the cars independent of the locomotive. There is a slight downward
grade to the south at the site of the chemical plants so the IERR crews release the brakes on the cars, let them roll out of the spur tracks, across a
major road (New Haven), stopping the cars with the hand brakes on the cars. The locomotive then backs down the track and hooks onto the cars
from the north and the train is in position to proceed toward Cottage Grove. The IERR must flag the New Haven crossing with a person in the road
during the locomotiveless car move. The New Haven crossing is also protected by flashing lights.
There is a half mile long passing siding located along side the IERR mainline at the site of the chemical plants but most of it is buried in mud and out
of service. (A turn out and a few hundred feet of track at the south end are all that is in service.) The passing siding could be brought back into
operation by installing a new turn out on the north end of the track, and rebuilding the out of service portion of the siding. With the run-around
track in place, the IERR could use the locomotive for both spotting cars in and pulling cars out. When pulling cars out, the locomotive would
merely pull the cars out, leave them on the mainline, and run around the train to get on the north end of the cars for the trip back to Cottage Grove.
In addition to the restoration of the passing siding, a short, out of service wooden trestle poses a problem. The Nease Corporation’s rail spur is
situated such that the IERR has only 3 or 4 car lengths (depending on the length of the cars) to the south of the spur to pull cars out before the
locomotive or cars would traverse the out of service trestle. Beyond the trestle, IERR has room for additional 3 or 4 car lengths. Therefore,
repairing the trestle would allow IERR to handle 6 or 8 cars in and out of Nease Corporation at one time instead of only 3 or 4 cars.
The total costs to repair the trestle and restore the runaround track are estimated not to exceed $150,000. Cost estimates for both the MP 28 to MP
33 track upgrade, and the Fernald area improvements are included as Exhibit “C”.
IERR would contract out for all work to be completed and be responsible for maintenance. The work would be done this spring.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
The low interest ORDC loan will help IERR repair problem track in Ohio and help it meet other capital needs that will help Ohio rail users. For
example, IERR will invest $200,000 of its own funds this winter to repair track between MP 33.1 and MP 36.5, track which is located in Indiana,
but which serves only Ohio rail users.
PROJECT BENEFITS
The restoration of rail service on the passing siding in Fernald will eliminate a switching move which requires cars of hazardous materials
and empty cars to roll across a busy road with a crew person on board using the hand brake on a car to stop the cars. In addition, the
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restored passing siding could prove useful as a transload track for the development of new rail business.
The repair of the out of service trestle will double the number of cars (from 3 or 4 to 6 or 8) IERR is able to switch in and out of Nease
Corporation at one time.
The track work in Ohio between MP 28 and MP 33 will make that track safer for the haulage of hazardous materials and other traffic.
The track improvements will mean that IERR will save time, crew costs, and locomotive costs in the service of Ohio rail users.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
Only ORDC and IERR funding will be used for the projects described herein.
SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
Staff requests that Commissioners empower the Executive Director to develop the final terms and conditions for the loan. The low interest rates and
methods of collateralizing the ORDC loan financing have been recommended by Staff because the IERR has committed to use the cost savings from
ORDC terms to help undertake other projects in which ORDC will have no part. The Staff recommended terms are contingent upon IERR
completing work in Indiana between MP 33.1 and 36.5 to eliminate an existing slow order which will solely benefit Ohio shippers and the IERR.

w:IndianaEasternBriefing
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PROJECT BRIEFING:
EMERGENCY TIE WORK ON OHIO CENTRAL MT. VERNON LINE
Project Costs
* ORDC Grant for Materials
* Ohio Central Installation

$200,000
$207,838

November, 1, 2006
Project Benefits
* Safety Ties For Continued Operation
* Helps Rail-Dependent Shippers Employing 200

INTRODUCTION
The Ohio Central Railroad (OCRR) requests a grant of up to $200,000 to purchase up to 6,000 cross ties and up to 126 switch ties which are
needed to conduct safety tie work this autumn on its 25.9 mile long Newark to Mt. Vernon rail line. The OCRR would provide other materials
including spikes and approximately 7,000 tie plates, as well as labor and equipment needed for installation, at a cost/value of approximately
$207,838.
BACKGROUND
Line Description: The OCRR leases the Newark to Mt. Vernon Line from CSX. It took over operations on this line in October, 2004 in
conjunction with its lease of the CSX line from Newark to Cambridge, and its acquisition of the 50% share which CSX had owned in the Columbus
to Newark line. (For all intents and purposes, the State or Ohio/Ohio Rail Development Commission is the owner of the other 50% of this
Columbus to Newark line which is part of the so-called “Panhandle” line.) A map of the Ohio Central lines in eastern Ohio, including the
Panhandle line, is included herein as Exhibit “A”.
While the Mt. Vernon line itself connects only to the OCRR yard, the Ohio Central System in eastern Ohio, including its Columbus & Ohio River
Railroad operations on the Panhandle, allows traffic coming to or from the Mt. Vernon line to be handled through a variety of OCRR interchanges
with Norfolk Southern, CSX, RJ Corman, and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway.
The Mt. Vernon line is 25.9 miles long, with MP 0.0 at the OCRR Newark Yard and MP 25.9 at the end of the line in Mt. Vernon. The rail on the
line is almost entirely 100 lb. and was installed in the late 1920’s and late 1940’s. About 5 miles of the rail is welded. The rails are in safe and
acceptable condition as are the bridges. The last major tie program on the Mt. Vernon Line occurred in 1982 so the tie condition is very poor. The
line has 44 public at-grade crossings, most of which need to be upgraded due to both track and road conditions. Because the line parallels State
Route 13 for a long distance, there are 31 private crossings, many of which are driveways into homes, businesses, and new developments. Many
private crossings also need to be upgraded for both track and road conditions. Overall, track is in “Excepted” condition with train speeds below 10
MPH.
Operations: The current rail users are Weyerhaeuser (paper rolls, pulp) which is located about MP 23 in Mt.Vernon, and Central Ohio Farmers
(grain and fertilizer) located at about MP 25, also in Mt. Vernon. The line currently generates about 1,800 carloads of freight a year. OCRR serves
Mt. Vernon 3 times weekly.
Viability: Currently, OCRR operations over the Mt. Vernon line are at about break even, with OCRR showing a small loss for 2005. There is,
however, very good upside potential on the line. The current customers have plans to increase rail traffic several hundred cars a year if good rail
service can be provided by OCRR. Further, the line serves a developed industrial park, as well as several other industrial sites, in Mt.
Vernon. Local economic development officials are working on locating two new rail-dependent companies in Mt. Vernon and on building a rail
spur into a company already along the line but not now using rail.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Comprehensive Needs: Years of deferred maintenance by CSX have left the line in need of a comprehensive track rehabilitation project (or
projects). OCRR estimates that $4,654,823 is needed to upgrade the line in the near future to ensure long term operations can continue. ORDC
conducted its own analysis of track repair using an outside engineering consultant and concluded that track upgrade needs for the line are
$3,496,794. A breakdown of the ORDC estimate is provided below.
ORDC Estimate of Comprehensive Repair Needs
Cross Tie Replacement
31,400 ties
$58/tie
$1,821,200
Switch Tie Replacement
264 ties
$135/tie
$35,640
Road Crossing Upgrades (High)
620 feet
$900/ft.
$558,000
Road Crossing Upgrades (Low)
600 feet
$750/ft.
$450,000
Ballast
21,400 tons
$18/ton
$385,200
Surfacing
25.9 miles $3,100 mi.
$80,290
Bolt Tightening
5,948 joints
$18/joint
$107,064
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Ditching
Total

5 miles $11,880/mi.

$59,400
$3,496,794

OCRR, ORDC Staff, shippers, the Ohio Department of Development, the City of Mt. Vernon, Knox County, and Ohio legislative officials have
been meeting and working to develop a plan to address the tremendous rehabilitation needs for the Mt. Vernon line. OCRR officials have indicated
that it cannot operate for the long term on the line if major rehabilitation is not performed in the near term. OCRR has committed to being a partner
with state and local officials but has stated that it can only invest what it can reasonably expect to get back in revenues over a reasonable length of
time.
ORDC Staff believes funds needed for the comprehensive upgrading of the Mt. Vernon line might come from: future ORDC grants and loans;
ORDC contributions to public crossing surface reconstruction in exchange for local officials closing crossings; ODOD grants and loans; rail user
contributions either through loan repayments or direct contributions; local government contributions either through loan repayments or direct
contributions; legislative action, or other related contributions.
Immediate Needs: OCRR officials project derailments and other operational problems will start occurring if current tie conditions on the Mt.
Vernon line are not addressed immediately. OCRR estimates the following cross tie and switch tie installation is needed to continue short term rail
operations safely:
OCRR Estimated Immediate Cross Tie/Switch Tie Improvement Needs
MP 4 to MP 5
MP 5 to MP 6
MP 6 to MP 7
MP 7 to MP 8
MP 8 to MP 9
MP 9 to MP 10
MP 10 to MP 11
MP 11 to MP 12`
MP 12 to MP 13
MP 13 to MP 14
MP 14 to MP 15
MP 15 to MP 16
MP 16 to MP 17
MP 17 to MP 18
MP 18 to MP 19
Total

Cross Ties
250 Ties
250 Ties
415 Ties
330 Ties
250 Ties
415 Ties
415 Ties
415 Ties
420 Ties
420 Ties
420 Ties
830 Ties
420 Ties
500 Ties
250 Ties
6,000 Ties
Switch Ties

North End of Tilden, #8
18 Switch Ties
Crossover, North Farmers, 2 #8
36 Switch Ties
South End Farmers, #8
18 Switch Ties
Weyerhaeuser, #10
18 Switch Ties
Industrial, #8
18 Switch Ties
St. Claire, #8
18 Switch Ties
Total
126 Switch Ties
OCRR estimates that it can purchase cross ties for $32.80 apiece and switch ties for an average of $45.50 apiece. Therefore, the cost of 6,000 cross
ties and 126 switch ties would be:
6,000 Cross Ties X $32.80/tie = $196,800
126 Switch Ties X $45.50/tie =
$5,733
Total
$202,533
The installation of switch ties will help support rail joints, keep proper gage, support heavy loads, and prevent derailments. It will also enable
OCRR to operate at slightly faster speeds. OCRR would perform the work with its labor and equipment (valued at $172,788 i.e. $28 per cross tie
and $38 per switch tie) and be responsible for continued maintenance of the emergency tie project. OCRR would absorb the costs for up to 7,000
relay tie plates (valued at $20,650) and 36,000 new spikes (valued at $14,400).
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
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The revenues on the line do not support major investment in the track by the OCRR.
PROJECT BENEFITS
Current rail users employing approximately 200 are dependent on rail for their future viability.
Current plans for expansion by current rail users, along with probable new rail-dependent businesses locating facilities in Mt. Vernon in the
next year, depend on effective OCRR rail service on the Mt. Vernon line.
The safety of the OCRR operations will be markedly improved because of the new cross tie and switch tie installation.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
The OCRR will contribute an estimated $207,838 for materials, labor, and equipment to perform the project.
SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
The current emergency tie program is a first step toward a comprehensive rehabilitation of the Mt. Vernon line. The full, comprehensive upgrading
of the line will require a state-local-railroad-shipper partnership. ORDC Staff is leading efforts to assemble such a partnership.

w:Mt.VernonLineBrief
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APPROVED PROJECT BRIEFING
ENGAGE PUBLIC AFFAIRS, LLC
October 11, 2006
Project Funding: Increase total compensation by $8,360
At the November 10, 2005 Commission meeting, staff presented an approved project briefing for a personal service contract with ENGAGE
PUBLIC AFFAIRS, LLC in the amount of Forty-Three Thousand, Eight Hundred and Ten Dollars ($43,810) for fiscal year 2006 and 2007.
This Approved Project Briefing covers a second amendment to the contract and increases the total compensation to Fifty-Two Thousand, One
Hundred and Seventy Dollars ($52,170) with Twenty-Two Thousand, Nine Hundred and Seventy-One Dollars ($22,871) encumbered for Fiscal
Year 2007. The amended scope of services below provides a detailed breakdown of the increased cost of the work to be covered under the amended
contract.
Objectives:
Ensure economic impact and feasibility analyses reflect community input
Ensure study results are communicated in concise, understandable language
Develop relationships with those who don’t yet know about the Ohio Hub
Stakeholders/Target Audiences:
Businesses potentially benefiting from improved freight rail (logistics, commodities, port authorities, etc.)
Potential riders/beneficiaries of passenger rail riders (tourism, universities, airports, etc.)
Metropolitan Planning Organizations
Cities/counties/chambers/elected officials located along proposed rail lines
ENGAGE Services:
Public/Agency Involvement as Directed: Coordinate/facilitate the Columbus community survey/focus group and attend two additional
community survey/focus group meetings (36 hours).
Provide assistance with preparing materials summarizing study results in concise, understandable language; continue to pursue resolutions
of support (16 hours).
Facilitate sessions to review study findings (GEM, TEMS meetings – 8 hours)
Administration (8 hours)
TOTAL Hours: 68 hours @ $120/hour = $8,160
TOTAL Expenses = $200
TOTAL: $8,360
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APPROVED PROJECT BRIEFING:
MEDINA COUNTY RAILROAD-HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING
WARNING DEVICE UPGRADES
LOAN PROJECT
November 1, 2006
Project Costs*
PUCO - $334,125
CSX - $49,500
Medina County - $111,375
*These represent estimates based on preliminary
engineering.

Project Benefits
3 New Light & Gate Installations at Medina
County Railroad Crossings

INTRODUCTION
The Medina County Railroad Safety Task Force has requested ORDC loan assistance in the amount of $81,375 to help fulfill a temporary gap in the
local match to it complete three (3) rail-highway grade crossing safety projects in Medina County.
RAIL PROJECT
The Medina County Railroad Safety Task Force, organized in 2002 to evaluate the County’s 108 crossings, worked with the Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio, the North American Railway Foundation and the Angels on Track Foundation to fund three (3) rail-highway grade crossing
upgrades in 2006. Those crossings are Wolff Road/T94, Carlton Road/T161 and Kennard Road/CR 78. This project was funded through the
standard State-funded PUCO 90/10 split with the railroad providing 10% of the necessary funding. The breakdown of the costs for each project is
listed in the attached PUCO letter (Exhibit A).
For the Local Highway Authority share, the County, received grants from the North American Railway Foundation ($10,000 per crossing) and the
Angels on Track Foundation ($27,125). While the Angels on Track Foundation approved the funding for the grade crossings in 2006, its
reimbursement for the projects will be available in increments of $27,125 in 2007, 2008, and 2009.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
The no interest loan will be amortized with a reimbursement schedule that will match the planned payments received by the County from the Angels
on Track Foundation. The County can then fulfill all of its obligations to complete these projects in a timely manner. Please note that the County
will still be responsible for all of the funds provided by the ORDC regardless of reimbursement level from the Angels on Track Foundation.
The ORDC originally received this request in June, 2006. Because of the progression of the project at that time, Federal Highway Administration
safety funds were precluded from use on this project. After discussions with the County a commitment letter was sent to Medina County on July 7,
2006 (copy attached), with the final application to the ORDC received on October 30, 2006.
ORDC funding in the project will assist the Medina County Railroad Safety Task Force to perform grade crossing upgrades in their community
now while still utilizing a variety of available grade crossings safety resources. Staff recommends a loan in an amount up to $81,375 at zero percent
(0%) for three (3) years for this project.
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